and thus
The pace of resistance evolution increases with the fraction of acreage planted to the Bt-crop. 
That leads us instead to:
It is then possible to define Δy = (y' -y), and express it as an explicit function of B :
which also yields:
[A5]
The frequency of R mutant is small at the outset, so (q 0 << p 0 ), and y 0 is very large. Even small values of (F > 0) exhibit profoundly elevated rates of resistance evolution, relative to Case I. 
The model leads to:
Factoring by q and (1 -ω), and simplifying, we obtain:
but for q and h both small, ( Ã 1   h )  1, which leads us to:
and the rate of resistance evolution is again vastly elevated, relative to the HDR model, since
[A9] 
For this most general case, we discover again that y' may be written as a function of Ã:
and for q and h both small, the denominator  1, all of which leads to D  q , where
from which we can also derive almost a doubly elevated rate of resistance evolution.
